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Meet or hear Laurie in one of the following:
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Related News Articles
GrandPad Launches AI-Enabled Virtual Companion for Seniors

02/07/2024

GrandPad announces Grandie, an AI-powered virtual companion.



Passive PERS Dominates CES 2024

01/30/2024

The rise of passive, non-intrusive PERS devices at CES.



Seniors’ tech tools are useful, but they’re still not user-friendly enough

01/25/2024

The tech market for seniors boasts many tools, but not all of them are user friendly. 



Scams against Older Persons Now Increasingly AI-Powered, Report Says

01/17/2024

Says a report from the Senate Aging Committee.



US Centenarian Population Expected to Quadruple in next 30 years

01/13/2024

From 101,000 to 422,000 -- mostly women.
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